Take some time to research who Omni handed the responsibility of the plates to and why.

**Mosiah 1:6**

**DISCUSSION ?**
How can you have the scriptures continually before your eyes?

**the CHALLENGE**
Try leaving your scriptures open for several days to see if it makes a difference in your study habits.

**Mosiah 2:24**

**DISCUSSION ?**
What immediate blessings have you seen from the Lord?

**the CHALLENGE**
Try keeping track of the Lord’s immediate blessings this week.

**Mosiah 3:3**

**DISCUSSION ?**
Can you think of a time when the Lord entered your story?

**the CHALLENGE**
Write down why Jesus brings you great joy.

**Mosiah 3:19**

**DISCUSSION ?**
What does it mean to put off the natural man and become a saint?

**the CHALLENGE**
Determine how the Atonement of Jesus Christ would make that possible.

---

If you want to add more to your chats, there are devotionals for each of these cards found in the book: DON’T MISS THIS in the Book of Mormon—Exploring One Verse from Every Chapter. Sold at Deseret Book.